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High performance automation part 

turn electric actuator 

High performance automation part turn electric 

actuator is specially designed for modulating and 

open-close duty in process technology. High 

performance automation part turn electric actuator 

serve all over the world, including Europe, the 

Americas, ICAO, Australia, Africa, Asia, the Middle East 

and Southeast Asian countries. AOX is a supplier to 

many large enterprises.It is widely used in water treatment, heating, petroleum, chemical 

industry, electronics, light industry, food, medicine, textile, paper making, hydropower, ships, 

smelting, new energy and other fields. In addition, it has established very friendly relations with 

many Fortune 500 companies. 
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High performance automation part turn electric actuator 

Introduction 

 

High performance automation part turn electric actuator can be applied to the application 

required proportional control, and produce torque with range of 50N.m~6000N.m.The 

quarter-turn products are categorized into different sections such as the conventional series 

(AOX-R, AOX-Q series) and explosion-proof series. AOX has its own factory. All the series are 

composed by ON-OFF, modulating and intelligent motorized quarter turn actuator. Over the years, 
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it has experienced various fields of domestic and foreign markets practice and application while 

gotten the reward of multiple national and international qualifications. 
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High performance automation part turn electric actuator 

Parameter (Specification) 
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High performance automation part turn electric actuator 

Feature And Application 

 

Torque range：50~6000N.m 

Control method：On and off / modulating type/ Intelligent type 

Voltage：AC110~265V , AC / DC 24V Multi voltage input 

Single phase: AC220V / AC110V / AC24V / DC24V 

Local Control Unit: Local control knob of open/close/stop, switch knob of close control remote 

control/prohibit control(non-intrusive) 

Display Mode: LCD, indication of opening(0-100%) and open/close fault 

Control Mode: On-off signal control, Modulating (proportional regulation) control, Fieldbus 

Control etc. 

Type of On-off Signal: Contact signal. Pulse signal 

Type of Modulating Signal: 0-10V, 2-10V, 4-20mA, etc. 

Type of Field-bus Signal: Modbus-RTU, Profibus-DP, etc 
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High performance automation part turn electric actuator Details 

 

1.   Various output torque for high performance automation part turn electric actuator from 

50Nm to 6000Nm. 

2.   Captive cover bolts for high performance automation part turn electric actuator 

- Designed to prevent losing it during maintenance or installation. 

- All external bolts are stainless steel for rust prevention 
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3.   Tapered interface between cover and housing:For easy lifting cover up from housing for 

wiring or maintenance 
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